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Face-to-voice conversion and voice-to-face conversion
- Crossmodal voice conversion with deep generative models -

Abstract
Humans are able to imagine a person's voice from the person's appearance and imagine the person's
appearance from his/her voice. In this work, we take an information-theoretic approach using deep generative
models to develop a method that can convert speech into a voice that matches an input face image and generate
a face image that matches the voice of the input speech by leveraging the correlation between faces and voices.
We propose a model, consisting of a speech encoder/decoder, a face encoder/decoder and a voice encoder. We
use the latent code of an input face image encoded by the face encoder as the auxiliary input into the speech
decoder and train the speech encoder/decoder so that the original latent code can be recovered from the
generated speech by the voice encoder. We also train the face decoder along with the face encoder to ensure
that the latent code will contain sufficient information to reconstruct the input face image.

Crossmodal Voice Conversion/Face Image Generation
Leverage underlying correlation between voices and appearances to
• convert speech into a voice that matches an input face image, and
• generate face image that matches input speech.

Information-theoretic approach using deep generative models
Voice Convertor 𝑮：Neural network (NN) that converts input speech 𝐱 into 𝐱ො = 𝐺(𝐱, 𝐲) by using face image 𝐲 as auxiliary input
Training objective： Train G so that mutual information between 𝐱ො = 𝐺(𝐱, 𝐲) and 𝐲 is maximized
Maximize lower bound w.r.t. 𝐺 and 𝑅
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